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ON THE NATURE OF THE DISLOCATION 

SUBSTRUCTURE IN DEFORMED COPPER 

by 

* ** w. L. Price and J. Washburn 

Introduction 

UCRL - 10483 

Previous transmission electron microscope observations on the 

arrangement of dislocations in deformed face-centered cubic metals have 

shown that when the stacking fault energy is not too low, (i.e~, above 

about 10 ergs/cm2 ) plastic deformation produces dislocation tangleso(l-8) 

A13 the strain increases the tangles become the boundaries of a three-

dimensional celi structure~ 

A realistic model for the strain hardening of pure face-centered 

cubic metals depends on a detailed knowledge of the damage that accumu-

lates in the crystal as the strain increases; it i.s this damage that makes 

necessary an increase in stress to continue the nucleation and propagation 

of slip bands through the crystal.(9) However, the complexity of the 

dislocation arrangement in deformed metals, combined with the fact that 

only a projection can be observed of what is really a three-dimensional 

structure, have made it impossible to clearly answer a number of elemen-

tary Questions about the dislocation tangles: 

* Lockheed Missiles and Space Corporation.? Palo Al to1 California,; U .. S cA •. 

** Department of Mineral Technology and Inorganic Materials Research 
Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, 
Berkeley, California, U.S..,A. 
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( 1) Do the cell boundaries tend to form along glide planes, and 

how are they related to the slip hands that can be s·een at 

external surfaces? 

(2) Are Lamer Cottrell dislocations freq_uently found in the 

tangles, and do they play an important role in their growth? 

(3) Do incUvidual segments of dislocation line within the tangles 

lie accurately on·a (lll) plane or do they usually contain 

a high density of jogs? 

(4) A:re edge dislocation ·dipoles (positive .. nega.tive pairs) or 

prismatic loops often foi":lned; and do they play an important 

role in the nucleation of tangles? 

Answers to some of these q_uestions concerning the complex :arrange

ments of dislocations :l.n defomed crystals can be obtained by transmission 

electron microscopy only by choosing :a particularly advantageouS orien-

tation {;)f crystallographic axes relative to the plane of a thin foil .. 

Until now this has not been done; obs·er-vations were made Qn polycrys ... 

talline specimens ·or on single crystals that did not have the most favor

able orientation ... 

In the present work, copper single crystals were deformed in 

tension along the (lll) axis and the d:i.slocation -substi'Ucture obs·erved 

as projected onto the (llO) plane.. The (lll) tensile axis -was chosen so 

as to have siX slip systems •operating from the start of plastic defG>rmation 

and therefore have the greatest probability of forming Lamer Cottrell 

dislocations and jogs due to intersections.. The (ilo) foil plane was 

chosen so that one active glide plane, (lli)9 and one inactive glide 
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plane, (111) 1 would lie exactly at right angles to the plane of' the f'oil. 

.Any dislocation segments, regardless of' their orientation or whether they 

were straight or curved, if they lay on these glide planes would project 

as straight lines along [112] or [11.2] in the (liO) projection plane. 

The other two active glide planes, (ill) and (lil) 1 were equally inclined 

at 35° to the plane ·of' the f'oiL. Their line of intersection, [110], lay 

in the plane of the f'oil so that if long Lamer Cottrell dislocations 

were formed at these intersections 7 long segments would be preserved in 

the thin foils .. 

Experimental Procedure 

High purity cop:per (99.,999) was used to grow f'lat crystals 

( <i 02011 x .. 75n x 8") • They were grown from the melt in a graphite mold 

in an argon atmosphere, and were seeded to give [111] parallel to the 

long dimension and (liO) parallel to the flat face within about 3°. 

The crystals were strained at 20°C in an Instron testing machine 

at a strain rate of ... 005 per minute.. A special fixture was used during 

mounting ·and removal from the testing machine to avoid bending. 

Thin foils were prepared by chemical polishing _in a solution of 

50% nitric acid, 25% acetic acid, and 25% phosphoric acid at 20°C followed 

by electrolytic polishing in a bath of '33% nitric acid, 67% methanol at 

-30°C. Specimens were observed in the electron microscope immediately 

after polishing to minimize -oxidat:ion. All observations were made using 

a Hitachi HU-10 microscope operated at lOOkV and a magnification of' 

10,000. 
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Observations and Discussion 

A typical resolved shear stress vs resolved shear strain curve 

is shown as Fig. 1. The strain was plotted as the sum of the shear 

strains on the six systems, assuming that they were all e~ual. Points 

on this curve represent amounts of deformation at which thin foil obser

vations of the substructure were made on different specimens. 

Figures 2 to 9 are representative transmission electron micro

graphs that show the development of substructure with increasing plastic 

strain. All were taken with the foil and therefore the (liO) plane 

perpendicular to the axis of the electron microscope within a few degrees. 

The isosceles triangle which appears on each photograph is a projection 

onto (liO) of the edges of the tetrahedron formed by the four (111} 

planes. Its orientation was determined from selected area diffraction 

patterns. The solid line is the [110] direction; it is the trace of the 

two active glide planes (ill) and (lil) that are inclined at 35° to the 

plane of the foil. The dashed lines are traces of the ( lli) and ( 111) 

planes that lie at right angles to the plane of the foil. It was impos

sible to tell which was the active and which was the inactive glide plane 

from the diffraction patterns because it was not known whether specimens 

were being viewed along [liO] or [llO]. The solid base line of the 

triangle is always one micron in length on the photographs. 

A detailed study of the electron micrographs leads to the fol

lowing conclusions: 

(a) The dislocation tangles in these foils, made from specially 

oriented single crystal specimens, were usually indistinguishable 
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from those observed previously in crystals of various orientations 

or even in polycrystalline !Specimens" Only rarely were areas found 

in w:hi.ch dislocation lines followed the [112] or [112] directions 

in the (llO) projection planeo Assum:lng that at least the three 

Burgers vectors ·corresponding to the active slip systems were present 

i.n the tangles and that for a given Burgers vector there was an equal 

probability that a line should lie in either ·of' its two possible 

glide planes, then one tb.ird of the total length of dislocation line 

in the tangles shoul.d ha,ve been on the (lll) plane which is at right 

a.ngles to the pl.ane o:' the foil., 'l'hi.s should have been noticeable 

as many :sho::rt segments of line lying parallel to the trace of that 

plane.~ A few o:f the observed tangles did b::~,ve the expected appear

ance, (see Pigso 7 a,nd 10). Since this was not generally observed, 

and because the (lli.) pi.ane could usually not even be distinguished 

from th.e inactive (111) pla,ne by observati.on of the foils, it was 

cooncluded that most segment;~::; of line in the tangles were heavily 

jogged; they did not lie e:xe.ctly on (111} planes. 

(b) Short straight segments of dl.Blocation lying along [110] that were 

proba,bly of' the Lomer Cottrell type WE,re sometimes seen. (See, f'or 

example, the region near ~i A11 i.n Fig. 2. ) However J they were not a 

prominent :feature of' the tangles and no long straight disloc:ations 

lying along [110] were ever seen even though this direction lay in 

the plane of.' the f'oilo T'ne:re:fore, sessile dislocations of this 

type do n:ot have any special importance i.n the work hardening of 

pure copper even when det"ormed in tension along the [lllj direction. 
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(c) For the multiple slip orientati.on studied (tensile axis along [111]) 

the tangles which gradually developed into subgrain boundary walls 

did not grow along (111} planes. There was no special relationship 

between the general directions of observed tangles and the traces 

of any of the {lll} planes. Tangles often appeared to develop 

around d:i.slocations that were probably present in the crystal prior 

to the start of deformation. During the first few percent plastic 

strain dislocation dipoles were often found starting at these dislo-

cations, sometimes forming dense clusters like those in Fig. 11. 

(d) Slip bands that are observed at the external surfaces of deformed 

crystals show that plastic strain is nearly always nonuniformly 

distributed. Within a slip band the local shear strain may be very 

large compared to the measured average strain. In these speciiiJ.ens 

one of the active slip planes was at right angles to the plane of 

the foil. Therefore, it was expected that some indication of non-

uni.form distribution of strain on this plane might be found. However, 

as w1.th preYious thin foil observations, no indication of slip bands 

was observed. There was r:i.ot even any alligmnent of particularly 

dense parts of neighboring tangles that might indicate a heavy local 

shear strain along a parti.cular group of glide planes. This suggests 

that the local damage that causes shear displacement to stop on a 

given glide plane and to spread to near~by parallel planes during 

growth of a slip band can not be easily detected in thin foils. One 

type of damage that may not be seen is small clusters of point defects, 
0 

either in the form of' prismatic dislocation loops less than 50 A 
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in diameter, or. dislocation pairs having a spa·cing of' only a few 

interatomic distances. Small closed loops and smaller black spots 

that could have been unresolved loops ·or some other type of point 

defect cluster were most numerous in the v:lcinity .of dislocation 

tangles. (See Figs. 3, 5 and 7.) .Since the observed dislocation 

sub~tructures gave no indicat:i.on of the location o.f slip bands, it 

suggests that the internal struci;ure o:f the tangles depended pri-

:rna.rily on the :maximum stres.s that was reached rather than ·on the 

local shear strain., It is tc he expected that any mobile length 

of dislocation line with length between nod.es or large jogs greater 

Gb than - should bow out and :form new nodes so as to reduce its 
'b 

:free lengthco 

(e) After a system of subgrains had been formed, their average size 

remained almost const-ant with f'Ur"ther increase in strain.; However, 

there was a large spread in the sizes of the subgrains from about 

(f) It was dif'ficult not to introduce new substructure into thin f'oil 

specimens during handling. Figures 12 to 15 are examples of dislo-

cation substructures that were almust certainly produced by acci-

dental'bending of a thin :fol.l during polishing or mounting in the 

microscope holder. 'I'he a:rreys o:f long dislocations that superfi-

cially resembled pile·-ups alw..ys lay approxi:ma.tely parallel to [110] 

which was the common trace of' the two inclined glide planes., Damage 

due to bending was most easily detect.ed in undeformed or lightly 
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defoi'med specimens because long st:r'aight dislocations were intro

duced., Bending of a foil that contained a network of dislocation 

tangles resulted in less noticeable changes in the substructure .• 

Clear examples of cross-slip leaving short segments of 

dislocation 1i.ne in the cross-slip :plane can be seen in Fig., 12 at 

11N 1
• Cusps where motion was held up by invisible barriers are shown 

in Fig.. l4o These cusps are not likely to be due to jogs because 

the dislocation lines are :pri:m.a.rily edge in character; the Burgers 

vector lies at about 60° to the line and jogs should be able to 

glide with little difficulty" .Figure 15 shows a severely bent region 

where only a narrow strip is i.n good diffraction contrasto 

These transmission micrographs of bent foils are included :pri

marily to emphasize the fact that extreme care must be taken to 

avoid ·accidental damage to thin foils :particularly if substructures 

characteristic of the early stages of :plastic deformation are being 

studied. Many of the transmission electron micrographs that have 

been r'e:presented in the :past as being .characteristic of the dislo

cation substructure existing during stage I (easy glide) have 

:probably actually shown long :parallel dislocation lines introduced 

by slight bending of the foil. 
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Fig. 10. One of the few dislocation tangles that 
clearly showed dislocation segments lying 
on the ( 11 T) plane. 
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Fig. 11. Elongated closed loops and edge dislocation 
pairs that were formed near grown-in dislocations. 
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Fig. 12. Long dislocations in a bent foil, showing cross
slip at "A". 
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Fig. 13. Bent foil showing interactions between edge 
dislocations on close parallel glide planes at "A" . 
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Fig. 14. Interaction between dislocations of primarily 
edge character and invisible obstacles to produce 
numerous cusps. 
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Fig. 15. Foil that has been severely deformed in bending 
after thinning. 
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